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Abstract - Security is an essential service for wired and wireless network communications. The success of 

mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) strongly depends on people’s confidence in its security. MANET has no 

clear line of boundaries for both legitimate network users and malicious attackers. In the presence of 

malevolent nodes, important challenges in MANET are to design the robust security solution that can 

protect MANET from various routing attacks. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) algorithm is simple and 

best suited for high mobility nodes in wireless ad hoc networks. High mobility exist in ad-hoc network, we 

cannot get the route for longer duration. Hence, DSR algorithm finds an alternative route when the 

existing communicating route are not exits. It becomes a time consuming process if the communicating 

route fails frequently. This paper presents a new method to improve performance of DSR in Ad Hoc 

Network.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

Wireless communications are gaining popularity because of the availability of inexpensive 

wireless devices such as laptop, PDA, mobile phones etc. Now a day‟s not only the mobile 

devices are getting smaller and cheaper but they can able to run more application and 

network services. Wireless cellular systems are in use since 1980s. Cellular systems 

operate with the aid of a centralized supporting structure such as an access point or base 

stations. These access points assist the wireless users to keep connected with the wireless 

system, when they roam from one place to the other. But the presence of a fixed supporting 

structure limits the adaptability of wireless systems.  

 

Recent advancements such as Bluetooth introduced a new type of wireless systems known 

as mobile ad-hoc networks which can work without any central administration. A MANET 

is an autonomous collection of mobile users that communicate over relatively bandwidth 

constrained wireless connection. Due to mobile nodes, the network topology may change 
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rapidly and unpredictably over time. Nodes in mobile ad-hoc network are free to move and 

organize themselves in an arbitrary fashion. Each user is free to mobile about while 

communication with others. The path between each pair of the nodes may have multiple 

connections and the radio between them can be heterogeneous. This allows an association 

of various links to be a part of the same network. Generally there are two distinct 

approaches of wireless networks  

 
INFRASTRUCTURE BASED NETWORK 

 In this type of network the mobile node can able communicate with each other with the 

help of access point or some central base station which provide the radio coverage for 

communication. The access point does not only control the medium access, but also act as a 

bridge to other wireless or wired network. Several nodes, called stations are connected to 

access points. The station and the access point which are within the same radio coverage 

form a Basic Service Set (BSS) and different BSS are connected to each other via a 

distribution system (DS). A distribution system connected to various BSS via access point 

forms a Extended service Set (ESS).  

 
AD HOC NETWORK 

 Ad hoc network is collection of wireless node which does not requires any infrastructure 

to work. Node can able communicate with each other if they are in the coverage range of 

each other. In ad hoc network, the complexity of each node is higher because every node 

has to implement medium access mechanism.  

 

2. FLOODING ATTACKS 

 In the flooding attack the malicious or selfish node broadcast the excessive false packet in 

the network to consume the available resources so that valid or legitimated user can not 

able to use the network resources for valid communication. Because of limited resource 

constraints in the mobile ad hoc networks resource consumption due to flooding attack 

reduces the throughput of the network The flooding attack is possible in all most all the on 

demand routing, even in the secure on demand routing  ARAN, SRP ,Ariadne , SAODV 

etc. On demand routing protocols uses the route discovery process to obtain the route 

between the two nodes. In the route discovery the source node flood the network by 

sending the RREQ packets .Because the priority of the RREQ control packet is higher then 

data packet then at the high load also RREQ packet are transmitted. A malicious node 

exploits this feature of on demand routing to launch the attack. Flooding attack is hard to 

detect because it seems as a normal node with frequent broken routes due to high mobility. 

The MANET has some salient characteristics like continuous changing topology, limited 

battery, limited bandwidth etc. So intruders try to exploit properties of the network to 

launch this attack. Some RFCs of routing algorithm specifies the maximum number of 

RREQ packets that can be originated by any node per second. But the malicious node can 

able to change this rate limit.  

Flooding attack can be classified in two categories based upon the type of packet used  

 

1. RREQ flooding  

 

2. DATA flooding  
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RREQ FLOODING 

 In the RREQ flooding attack, the attacker broadcast the many RREQ packets per time 

interval. In this, the intruder or the malicious node generate many route request packet 

(RREQ) and disable the limited flooding feature. It seems like a normal node with frequent 

broken links due to high mobility.  

 
DATA FLOODING 

 In the data flooding the malicious node generates many data packets and send it to the IP 

which does not exists in the network.  

 

3. DSR  
DSR is a reactive routing protocol which is able to manage a MANET without using 

periodic table-update messages like table-driven routing protocols do. DSR was 

exclusively designed for use in multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks. Ad-hoc protocol 

allows the network topology to be completely self-organizing and self-configuring which 

means that there is no need for an existing network infrastructure or administration. 

Dynamic source routing (DSR) protocol is an on-demand routing protocol that is based on 

the concept of source routing [3]. Mobile nodes are required to maintain route caches that 

contain the source routes of which the mobile is aware. Entries in the route table are 

frequently updated as new routes are learned. The protocol consists of two major parts: 

route discovery and route maintenance. The function of DSR routing protocol is in this 

way: When two nodes which are want to communicated with each other, not in wireless 

range , if the source node has the related route to destination in its cache table, it will enters 

the route in data packet headers and the packets will be sent from that specified route, and if 

it does have the related route to destination, it should start the route discovery process. In 

route discovery process, route request packet (RREQ) is distributed in network until these 

packets reach the destination from one route. In this manner, as soon as receiving the first 

route request packet, destination sends the route reply packet (RREP) to the originator of 

RREQ. if a link is down because of the movement of middle nodes, a route error packet is 

sent to the destination and destination tests another route, this task is repeated until the 

reply reaches the goal. Therefore, destination seeks another route when  current route is 

down. This mechanism causes delay in packet delivery.  

 

4. PROPOSED APPROACH 

 
Algorithm for prevention of the RREQ flooding attack 

Algorithm RREQ flooding prevention: 

Begin: if any node j receives RREQ packet from any node „i‟ then 

if node „i‟ is a friend to j and Z[i]=0 then 

increment X[i] 

X[i]=X[i]+1 

if X[i] > Xtf 

discard the RREQ packet 

Z[i]=1 //blacklist the node i 

else 

forward the RREQ packet to the next node 

endif 
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end if 

if node „i‟ is an acquaintance to node j and Z[i]=0 then 

increment X[i] 

X[i]=X[i]+1 

if X[i] > Xta 

forward the RREQ packet 

//Put the RREQ in delay queue and analyze the behavior .If still continue 

to broadcast RREQ packets then declare as a Malicious node 

Z[i]=1 

else 

forward the RREQ packet 

endif 

endif 

if node „i‟ is an stranger to node j then 

increment X[i] 

X[i]=X[i]+1 

if X[i] > Xts 

discard the RREQ packet 

else 

forward the RREQ packet 

endif 

endif 

endif 

End 

 

 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In our work we used DSR as a routing protocol. In our simulation we work on 50 nodes 

to form an ad hoc node and used the random waypoint mobility model for them. All the 

50 nodes move in the 1500 x 300 region. The same network model is used to estimate the 

effect of flooding attack and then our prevention algorithm. We had work on many 

scenarios to analyze the results so that we can better understand the behavior in presence 

of malicious node. We assume that each node independently move within the network 

area and the simulation run for 300 seconds. 

 

Table 1 Loss Comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Loss (DSRA-Old) Loss (DSRAP1-New) 

78.03497831 46.05083826 

76.69457944 40.10678084 

73.75915822 44.68385201 

84.16769737 44.72543257 

79.20605909 53.12343504 

88.54088804 58.55779939 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Because emergence of pervasive computing and availability of the mobile devices, 

mobile ad hoc networks came into the existence. Mobile ad hoc networks facilitates 

anywhere, anytime communication, due to the flexibility and open media nature, mobile 

ad hoc networks are more prone to security threats compared to the wired network. 

Therefore security needs are higher in mobile ad hoc networks compared to the previous 

networks. Many types of attack are possible in mobile ad hoc networks but a flooding 

attack which is a denial of service type of attack is very dangerous because it tries to 

consume all most all the resources of the MANET which is limited here. 
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